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I. INTRODUCTION

The year 2017 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the 1967 United States Supreme Court decision in Loving v. Virginia,2 which declared anti-miscegenation laws to be unconstitutional. For many, the Loving decision represents a symbolic turning point in the history of United States racial politics. Some even celebrate the Loving decision and the argued subsequent “biracial baby boom” as the beginning of a post-racial United States. Indeed, statistics indicating that fifteen percent of all new marriages are interracial and polls suggesting that a majority of Americans today approve of interracial marriage are cited as evidence of the erosion of racial boundaries and tensions. For many, the 2008 election of Barack Hussein Obama, the offspring of an Afri-
can father and European American mother, as the forty-fourth President—and the first Black President—of the United States similarly marked a symbolic victory affirming that racism has finally been overcome and the United States is a truly post-racial society. However, the year 2017 also marks the end of Obama’s presidency and—importantly—the inauguration of Donald J. Trump as President of the United States. Consequently, we are not only forced to examine this critical juncture in the history of United States racial politics, but are also required to critically examine the past fifty years and ask the following question: to what extent have the symbolic victories of Loving and the election of Obama been imbued with aspirations that have yet to be fully actualized? Loving and the election of President Obama are undoubtedly important milestones in the history of United States jurisprudence and racial politics. Yet a careful analysis of interracial marriage trends, the politics of mixed race identity, and the waves of backlash against Obama’s presidency—which range from contesting his legitimacy and opposing his political efforts to explicitly racist rhetoric and the recent election of Donald Trump as President—suggest that the post-racial potential promised by Loving has remained more aspirational than actualized. Accordingly, in order to understand the legacy of Loving, we must think critically about interracial intimacy and contemporary United States race relations, taking into account the persistent inequities imbedded in the United States racial order and the continued relevance of anti-Blackness in the struggles for a more egalitarian society.

II. HYPODESCENT AND THE MONORACIAL IMPERATIVE

The rule of hypodescent is a social code designating racial group membership of first-generation offspring of unions between White Americans and Americans of color exclusively based on their background of color. Successive generations of individuals who have White American ancestry combined with a background of color have more flexibility in terms of self-identification. The one-drop rule of hypodescent designates as Black everyone with any African ancestry (“one-drop of blood”). It precludes any choice in self-identification and ensures that all future offspring of African American ancestry are socially designated and self-identified as Black.\(^3\) Beginning in the late sixteenth century, the dominant Whites began enforcing rules of hypodescent as part of anti-miscegenation statutes aimed at punishing and eventually prohibiting interracial intimacy, as well as defining
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multiracial offspring as Black in an attempt to preserve White racial “purity” and privilege. By the middle of the eighteenth century, interracial marriages in the Southern and some Northern colonies (and eventually states) in Anglo-North America were proscribed and stigmatized where they were not legally prohibited.4

During the early seventeenth century, African Americans were comparatively small in numbers and the social distinction between the White indentured servant and the Black slave was less precise than the legal distinction between bonded and free. There were no laws against miscegenation despite strong prejudice against interracial intimacy.5 Consequently, a small, but not insignificant, number of indentured Europeans and enslaved Africans intermarried or formed common-law unions. They had legitimate offspring, alongside more widespread clandestine and fleeting liaisons involving births outside of wedlock. Most of the latter were between White masters and indentured or enslaved women of African descent and involved coercive sexual relations as in extended concubinage or rape. The offspring of these unions were considered slaves contingent upon the slave status of the mother, not the rule of hypodescent. Accordingly, the rule did not increase the numbers of slaves, but rather, the number of Blacks whether enslaved or free. Still the rule of hypodescent conveniently functioned to exempt White landowners (particularly slaveholders) from the legal obligation of passing on inheritance and other benefits of paternity to their multiracial progeny.6

The ancestral quanta defining legal Blackness have varied over time and according to locale. Informal social perceptions and practices of hypodescent were normative long before they were formalized in law. Statutes and court decisions were inevitably more precise than social custom.7 The one-drop rule gained currency as the informal or
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6. Davis, supra note 3, at 9, 15 n.8.

“commonsense”\textsuperscript{8} definition of Blackness between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, but did not become a customary part of the legal apparatus until the early twentieth century (circa 1915).\textsuperscript{9} The rule of hypodescent has supported legal and informal barriers to racial equality in most aspects of social life. At the turn of the twentieth century, in \textit{Plessy v. Ferguson},\textsuperscript{10} these restrictions culminated with the institutionalization of Jim Crow segregation.\textsuperscript{11}

Beginning in the mid-1950s, those proscriptions began to be dismantled. They were accompanied by the passage of historic civil rights legislation in the 1960s, including the landmark 1967 \textit{Loving v. Virginia}\textsuperscript{12} decision, which removed the last laws prohibiting inter racial marriage.\textsuperscript{13} In the aftermath of \textit{Loving}, notions of racial purity that supported the ideology of White supremacy were increasingly repudiated. Rules of hypodescent have since been removed from all state statutes. European Americans, nevertheless, maintain identities and privileges based on White racial exclusivity originating in hypodescent. According to Lipsitz, European Americans continue to uphold a “possessive investment in Whiteness.”\textsuperscript{14} This manifests itself by means of a matrix of practices that leads to significantly different life chances along racial lines. These outcomes are not merely the byproducts of benign neglect. They are also the cumulation of the purposeful designs of Whites that assign people of different racial groups to different social spaces. This, in turn, results in grossly inequitable access to education, employment, transportation, and housing.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{9} D ANIEL, supra note 3, at 34-42; D ANIEL, supra note 4 at viii-ix; D AVIS, supra note 3, at 9-11, 55-58.
\textsuperscript{10} 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
\textsuperscript{11} Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
\textsuperscript{12} 388 U.S. 1 (1967).
\textsuperscript{13} There were several judicial antecedents, if not precedents, to \textit{Loving}. The legal antecedents included \textit{Perez v. Sharp}, 198 P.2d 17 (Cal. 1948), which removed anti-miscegenation statutes in California, and \textit{McLaughlin v. Florida}, 379 U.S. 184 (1964), in which the United States Supreme Court unanimously ruled against the constitutionality of Florida’s cohabitation statute, which prohibited habitual cohabitation between two unmarried individuals of the opposite sex if one was Black, and the other, White. The decision overturned \textit{Pace v. Alabama}, 106 U.S. 583 (1883), which had declared such statutes constitutional. The \textit{McLaughlin} decision did not, however, overturn the other part of Florida’s anti-miscegenation law prohibiting racial intermarriage between Whites and Blacks. Such statutes were only declared unconstitutional in \textit{Loving v. Virginia}. R ACHEL MORAN, INTERRACIAL INTIMACY: THE REGULATION OF RACE AND ROMANCE 79-81, 92-96 (2001).
\textsuperscript{14} G EORGE LIPSITZ, THE POSSESSIVE INVESTMENT IN WHITENESS: HOW WHITE PEOPLES PROFIT FROM IDENTITY POLITICS 2 (1998).
\textsuperscript{15} G EORGE LIPSITZ, HOW RACISM TAKES PLACE 6 (2011).
Hypodescent also had unintended consequences for groups of color, especially Blacks. By drawing boundaries that excluded Blacks from having contact as equals with Whites, it legitimated and forged group identities among the former. Consequently, Blacks hold on tenaciously to the one-drop rule. It is considered a necessary, if originally oppressive, means of maintaining the integrity of the Black community and mobilizing in the continuing struggle against racial inequality. Yet, an African American identity is not a mindless embrace of “the Blackness that Whiteness created,” and thus an indication that individuals have been duped by hypodescent. Rather, African Americans rearticulate, rather than reproduce, rules of hypodescent. This involves repetition of hypodescent with a difference in support of racial difference without hierarchy, that is, difference based on equality.\footnote{16}

III. RESISTING HYPODESENT AND THE MONORACIAL IMPERATIVE

The rule of hypodescent has become so accepted in the United States that its oppressive origins are largely obscured and its logic never questioned. Individuals reinforce, if only unwittingly, racial designations as if they were mutually exclusive and singular (monoracial), if not hierarchical categories of experience, as well as objective phenomena with an independent existence of their own. Hypodescent is also the basis of associated advantages that accrue to Whites as well as groups of color (“monoracial privilege”).\footnote{17} Consequently, monoraciality has been internalized as the normative pattern of identification, which deems a multiracial identity as illegitimate.\footnote{18} Since the late 1960s, however, growing numbers of people have challenged hypodescent and its proscriptions. This is related to the dismantling of Jim Crow segregation and implementation of civil rights legislation during the 1950s and 1960s.

More specifically, it is attributable to the 1967 \textit{Loving v. Virginia}\footnote{19} decision, which overturned statutes in the remaining sixteen states prohibiting racial intermarriage. Previously, the racial state regarded interracial intimacy as a private rather than public matter. This was part of the state’s tactic of deflecting attention away from the

\footnote{16} D. ANIEL, supra note 4, at 217.  
\footnote{18} REGINALD DANIEL, MACHADO DE ASSIS: MULTIRACIAL IDENTITY AND THE BRAZILIAN NOVELIST 244 (2012); Marc P. Johnston & Kevin L. Nadal, \textit{Multiracial Microaggressions: Exposing Monoracism, in Microaggressions and Marginality: Manifestation, Dynamics, and Impact} 123-44 (Derald Wing Sue ed., 2010).  
\footnote{19} 388 U.S. 1 (1967).
contradictions between its espousal of freedom and justice and the empirical realities of Jim Crow segregation, including anti-miscegenation statutes. Interracial intimacy thus became central to the debate on the relationship of private matters to the public sphere of civil rights activism. Many activists wanted interracial intimacy to be considered a public matter as part of the promotion of equal rights and social justice, particularly in terms of Black-White relations. They endeavored to achieve this primarily through popular culture, but also through litigation. Activists hoped to expose the pervasive racism in the legal system of a nation that trumpeted itself as the arsenal of democracy to the rest of the world.20

The Loving decision did not, however, derive from the civil rights movement itself, although the changing climate engendered by the movement paved the way. It originated in a lawsuit filed by an interracial couple, Richard Loving, who was European American, and his wife Mildred Jeter, who was an African-descent American. They took their case all the way to the Supreme Court, which ruled that anti-miscegenation laws violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and were thus unconstitutional.21 This process began with the Brown v. Board of Education22 decision in 1954, which reversed the 1896 case of Plessy v. Ferguson23 that legalized Jim Crow segregation.24 It culminated in the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 196425 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965,26 as well as the Immigration and Nationality Act (or Hart-Celler Act),27 which removed legal restrictions on immigration. Along with the Fair Housing Act of 1968,28 Loving was part of the dismantling of segregation in the private sphere and followed the elimination of all other forms of legalized racial discrimination and segregation in the public sphere.


23. 163 U.S. 537 (1896).

24. Roberts, supra note 20, at 175.


Importantly, however, *Loving* was most relevant in the Southern states where anti-miscegenation laws primarily targeted interracial marriages between Blacks and Whites, which have historically been the most taboo relationships. Yet Black-White intermarriages have composed a relatively small percentage of the nation’s interracially married couples. Consequently, the *Loving* decision did not result in a significant growth in intermarriages. According to census data, in 1960 there were 51,000 Black-White marriages of the nation’s 157,000 interracial marriages; in 1970 there were 65,000 Black-White marriages out of a national total of 321,000 interracial marriages. By 1980, the number of interracial couples approached one million, including 599,000 White-other race unions and some 167,000 Black-White unions. The number of interracial couples continued to increase steadily until by 1990 there were 1.5 million interracial unions, of which 883,000 were White-other race unions and 246,000 Black-White unions. Notwithstanding *Loving*’s limited significance in terms of increased racial intermarriage, it was a symbolic victory that removed the legal sanction against interracial marriage and some of
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29. This has particularly been true historically of marriages between Black men and White women although Black men are more likely to outmarry than Black women. See Hodes, supra note 5, at 44-46; Jeffrey S. Passel, Wendy Wang & Paul Taylor, *Marrying Out: One-in-Seven New U.S. Marriages is Interracial or Interethnic*, Pew Res. Ctr. (June 4, 2010), http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2010/06/04/marrying-out/ [hereinafter *Marrying Out*].

30. The 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act was more important in this regard given that it increased immigration of populations from Latin America as well as Asia, which have a higher percentage of interracial marriages. In terms of the latter, the missionary history, commerce, militarization, and United States wars in Asia and the Pacific have also played a significant role.


33. Tim Bovee, *Interracial Couples Have Doubled in 12 Years*, Buffalo News, Feb. 12, 1993, at A2; Gigi Kaeser & Peggy Gillespie, *Of Many Colors: Portraits of Multiracial Families* xi (1997); Root, supra note 31, at 179; MS-3, supra note 32; *Table 1, supra* note 32.
the negative social stigma associated with these unions, thus legitimizing marriages that had previously been proscribed.34

Since the late 1980s, discussions on race in the United States have increasingly included references to a multiracial identity, which is an additional interrogation of the one-drop rule. The resistance to the rule of hypodescent as indicated by increased racial intermarriage in the post-

Loving era was not, however, accompanied by any notable equivalent resistance to the one-drop rule, and hypodescent more generally, in terms of identity formation of the offspring of these unions. Increasing numbers, however, embrace more than one racial background.35 This multiracial identity manifests itself “betwixt and between” the boundaries of traditional United States racial groups.36 It extends outward from this liminal location depending upon individuals’ orientation toward the groups that compose their background.37 Despite myriad backgrounds, experiences, and identities, the shared liminality based on identification with more than one racial background becomes an integral part of the self-conception of multiracial-identified individuals, and a defining component of the multiracial experience.38 This identity interrogates the “either/or” monoracial imperative that underpins United States racial formation and seeks to shift to a “both/neither” mindset.39

34. This has particularly been true historically of marriages between Black men and White women although Black men are more likely to outmarry than Black women. See Hodes, supra note 5, at 44-46; Marrying Out, supra note 29; Kevin Noble Maillard, The Multiracial Epiphany of Loving, 76 Fordham L. Rev. 2709, 2709-15 (2008).


It was not until the late 1970s that increased mobilization emerged around a multiracial identity. By the 1980s, a nascent multiracial movement composed of a growing number of local support groups for interracial families and multiracially-identified people lobbied for changes in official data collection in the 1990 census. The goal was to make possible a multiracial identification. In the 1990s, this racial project expanded to include more than fifty support groups and educational organizations, including two national organizations, the Association of MultiEthnic Americans and Project RACE (Reclassify All Children Equally). This led to a full-scale social movement whose constituents, along with other supporters, began pressuring for changes in the collecting of data on race, particularly on the decennial census, so that multiracial individuals could be enumerated.

While activists were unsuccessful in bringing about changes on the 1990 census, their efforts intensified in the wake of the census. Their success at marshaling various advocacy groups and supporters was instrumental in prompting federal officials to convene the Congressional Hearings on Racial Census Categories (1993–1997) to discuss any potential changes on the 2000 census. By the 2000 census, this movement succeeded in making it possible for individuals to express a multiracial identity by checking more than one box in the race question. Consequently, many scholars argue that the rule of hypodescent, and specifically the one-drop rule, today has less impact on identity formation of multiracials of partial African descent. Others contend it still influences identity formation through external imposition as well as self-ascription.


IV. THE OBAMA PHENOMENON AND THE POST-RACIAL IDEAL

Although Barack Obama does not identify as multiracial, the immediacy of his interracial parentage as the son of a White mother from Kansas, in the heartland of the United States, and Black father from Kenya, in the African homeland of humanity, as well as his rearing outside the continental United States, in Hawai’i and Indonesia, by his White mother and her relatives, along with his Indonesian stepfather, has imbued his consciousness with a broader vision and wider ranging sympathies in forming an identity. This enhanced his image as the physical embodiment of the principles of inclusiveness and equity. Yet in 1961, when Barack Obama was born, twenty-one states still maintained anti-miscegenation laws, largely targeting marriages involving Blacks, particularly Black-White unions, the majority of Whites disapproved of racial intermarriage (96% according to survey research), and individuals who dared cross the racial divide were considered deviants. Moreover, Obama grew up in an era when a multiracial identity was not an option. Indeed, he has never said he identifies as multiracial. This was underscored when Obama checked only the “Black, African American, or Negro” box on the 2010 census race question even though, since 2000, respondents have been allowed to check more than one box. For all his hybridity, Obama’s identity is situated in the Black community and extends outward from that location.


That said, Obama’s public success, a loving extended interracial family, and comfort as an African American who acknowledges his multiracial background indicates how much things have changed since he was born.49 In his first news conference as President-elect, Obama conveyed this comfort with the throwaway response “mutts like me”50 when asked by reporters what types of puppies he would consider getting for his daughters. This was a more personalized reference to Obama’s multiracial background than his typically more oblique reference to it by mentioning his parents.

In the media, Obama has generally been referred to as Black or African American, less frequently as multiracial or biracial. Yet people have displayed varying responses in terms of how he is viewed racially. Data on these attitudes were collected for Mark Williams by Zogby International in a November 2006 Internet poll of 2,155 people. People were told Obama’s parents’ background, and then were asked to identify Obama’s race. Obama was identified as Black by 66% of African Americans, 9% of Latinas/os, 8% of Whites, and 8% of Asian Americans. He was designated with multiracial-identifiers by 88% of Latinas/os, 80% of Whites, 77% of Asian Americans, and 34% of African Americans.

Young people of all racial groups born roughly between 1982 and 2003—the “Millennial generation”51—have been among Obama’s most ardent supporters. This population is the most racially diverse cohort in United States history and has been exposed to a comparatively more racially diverse society than any previous generation. According to figures from the 2008 Current Population Survey, slightly more than half of Millennials—56%—are European American. The remaining 44% are Latina/o (20%), African American (15%), Asian American (5%), multiracial (3%), and Native American (1%), with a significantly larger share of Blacks and multiracials than previous generations.52 If Obama has significance for Blacks, he has special meaning for the growing population of multiracial-identified individu-

49. Dedman, supra note 45.
Multiracials totaled seven million on the 2000 census. Based on 2010 census data, their numbers increased to 9 million—or 2.9 percent of the population. Although they still make up only a fraction of the total population, this is a growth rate of about 32% since 2000, when multiracials composed 2.4% of the population.

Obama’s multiracial background allowed a wide range of people to feel comfortable with him, which was instrumental in building an impressive voter coalition in 2008. According to election polls, this included 95% of Blacks and a two-to-one advantage among all other communities of color. In addition, Obama carried every age group other than those sixty-five and older. That said, Senator John McCain led Obama by twelve points among White voters. Obama won decisively in the electoral vote (Obama 365, McCain 173). The popular vote was considerably closer (Obama 66,882,230, McCain, 58,343,671). Obama garnered 53% and McCain 46% of the popular vote. In the 2012 election, Obama’s showing of 93% among Blacks, who turned out in record numbers, was all but guaranteed. The true game changer involved garnering 73% of the Asian American vote and 71% of the Latina/o vote. Asian Americans in particular have remained an elusive voter bloc. Support from these communities is attributable in part to massive organizing in response to voter suppression efforts in more than a dozen states. Republicans passed restrictions aimed at reducing the turnout of Obama’s “coalition of the ascendant”—young voters, African Americans, and Latinas/os. According to 2012 exit polls, nationally Romney won 60% of the White vote; Obama garnered 40%. However, 60% of Obama’s supporters were eighteen to twenty-nine years of age, and 54% of females voted...
A voter poll found that feminists, not simply women in general, were critical to Obama’s 2012 re-election.62 Although Obama sought to be defined by policy positions instead of race,63 the media repeatedly referred to his candidacy and election as a milestone in the nation’s racial history. Yet, Obama’s ability to draw on his racial Whiteness enhanced his ability to bridge the racial divide. Throughout the 2008 campaign, commentators emphasized the racial, not to mention cultural, capital Obama possessed due to his White mother, lighter skin, and Ivy League credentials. Obama frequently reminded us of his White mother and grandparents who raised him, as well as his White uncle, a World War II veteran. The image of Obama’s White relatives sitting in support of him at the 2008 Democratic National Convention was a remarkable moment underscoring his historic significance.64 Moreover, the number of Blacks holding public office has increased dramatically over the years. Blacks are included in the economic mainstream in ways that were unheard of half a century ago. Absolute gains in years of formal education are significant.65 Yet darker-skinned Blacks generally have lower socioeconomic status, educational attainment, and overall diminished prestige. Indeed, survey research indicates that educational attainment, occupational opportunities, and family income among Blacks increases considerably with lighter skin.66 Other research indicates further that darker-skinned Blacks have more punitive relationships with law enforcement.67
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64. Dedman, supra note 45.  
Whites, even if only unconsciously, often favor individuals of color who more closely approximate them in physical appearance, believing they are making impartial decisions based on competence or other criteria.

If the Post-Civil Rights era has provided increased opportunities for some Blacks and other individuals of color to take advantage of the more inclusive social relations, it is also marked by continuing and deep patterns of race-based exclusion and inequality. Yet the belief that the United States has transcended racism, along with the color-blind and more recent post-racial ideology, became the cornerstone of United States race relations beginning in the last two decades of the twentieth century. This colorblind ideology has obscured the selective and inequitable nature of integration in the Post-Civil Rights era where some individuals of color—particularly the more socioeconomically advantaged—have been able to gain increased access to wealth, power, privilege, and prestige. Accordingly, pervasive formal exclusion and coercion have been replaced with more informal dynamics, which are increasingly juxtaposed with patterns of selective inclusion (or inegalitarian integration).

The increase of inegalitarian integration does not preclude the existence of more egalitarian patterns of integration. However, it follows that integration (inclusiveness) would continue to be deeply marked by more inegalitarian dynamics given that the larger social order is still underpinned by racial hierarchy. In terms of Blacks, this has been accompanied by a decrease in the rigid ascription of the one-drop rule in determining their social location. Skin color, along with other phenotypical features, such as hair texture, eye color, and nose and lip shape, etc., working in combination with attitudinal, behavioral, and socioeconomic attributes, has increased as a form of “racial capital.”

Gramsci, Omi, and Winant encapsulate the selective nature of this form of integration (or assimilation) with the term “hegemony,” which creates the illusion of equality while effectively allowing dominant groups to maintain power, control, and hierarchy. This also dis-
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69. Daniel, supra note 3, at 155-57; Margaret Hunter, *Race, Gender, and the Politics of Skin Tone*, 5, 8, 10, 46 (2005); Margaret Hunter, *Buying Racial Capital: Skin-Bleaching and Cosmetic Surgery in a Globalized World*, 4 J. PAN AFR. STUD. 142 (2011); Jones, supra note 42, at 1524, 1526.
guises the fact that United States society is still racist to the core. In 2013, this was evinced in the June 24 and June 25 Supreme Court decisions that undermine, respectively, the enforcement of affirmative action initiatives and sections of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. The latter required federal preapproval for any changes in election procedures and were intended to prevent certain jurisdictions, primarily among the Southern (and some Western) states, from enforcing historical practices (e.g., poll taxes, literacy tests, grandfather clauses, etc.) designed to disenfranchise “racial minorities,” particularly Blacks. Those provisions also targeted contemporary discriminatory practices, including voter identification laws and gerrymandering (or voter redistricting) aimed at minimizing the voter strength of communities of color who tend to be Democrats. Several states have already enacted new voter identification laws and redistricting since the Supreme Court decision.

V. WHITE ANXIETY, WHITE RESENTMENT, AND WHITE RAGE

Obama is an iconic figure who embodies and at the same time has sought to transcend race and speak to the nation’s common destiny. He endeavored to navigate the treacherous waters of the United States racial divide and transform it into a metaphoric bridge that

70. ANTONIO GRAMSCI, SELECTIONS FROM THE PRISON NOTEBOOKS 263 (Quentin Hoare & Geoffrey N. Smith eds., 1971); OMI & WINANT, supra note 8, at 66-69, 84, 115, 148.
redefined the nation’s civic culture and social contract in more inclusive terms.74 Notwithstanding Obama’s race-neutrality, his campaign and election engendered a sea of White anxiety and in the extreme, White resentment and rage, whether implicitly or explicitly expressed in racial terms.75 Stephens-Davidowitz found that a racially charged Google search was a robust negative predictor of Obama’s vote share in the 2008 election, estimating that such sentiments cost Obama three to five percentage points of the popular vote. Obama also gained some votes because of race but this effect was comparatively minor. The majority of voters for whom Obama’s race was a positive factor were liberals who would have voted for any Democratic presidential candidate. Increased support from Blacks added only about one percentage point to Obama’s totals.76 However, Obama would not have won the 2008 election without support from Black voters and other voters of color.77

During the 2008 election, similar sentiments were expressed in the foiled plot by White supremacists to assassinate Obama, an Obama monkey doll, Obama waffles that parody Aunt Jemima at the Christian Right Voter Summit, and an effigy of Obama hanging from trees at the University of Kentucky and George Fox University in Oregon.78 During the 2012 election, a bumper sticker displayed a racist play on words: “Don’t Re-Nig in 2012. Stop repeat offenders. Don’t re-elect Obama!”79 Former Chief Judge Richard Cebull of the United States District Court for the District of Montana even received and forwarded an email comparing Obama’s conception to sex with a dog. The email read: “A little boy said to his mother, ‘Mommy, how come I’m black and you’re white?’ His mother replied, ‘Don’t even go there...”

74. Dedman, supra note 45.
77. Feagin, supra note 76, at 165.
Barack! From what I can remember about that party, you’re lucky you don’t bark!”

The Kansas-based Patriot Freedom Alliance posted on its website a picture describing Obama as a skunk. The photo included the caption: “The skunk has replaced the eagle as the new symbol for the president. It is half Black, it is half White, and almost everything it does, stinks.”

These sentiments were also embodied in the Tea Party movement. A key motivation of its agenda, as well as that of conservative Republicans, was an adamant fear of, and contempt for, Obama with the goal of making certain he was not re-elected. These views were generally framed in supposedly race-neutral protests assailing big government, corporate taxation, and so on, as well as infringements on individual freedom and “traditional values.” So-called “birthers” claimed Obama was ineligible to be President because there is no proof he was born in the United States. Yet birthers were either ignorant of, or conveniently ignored, United States constitutional law, which automatically makes Obama a United States citizen, even if he was born outside the United States because his mother was a United States citizen. Hawai‘i’s health director said in 2008 and 2009 she had seen and verified Obama’s original vital records, and birth notices in two Honolulu newspapers were published within days of Obama’s birth at Kapiolani Maternity and Gynecological Hospital in Honolulu. She confirmed that Obama’s name is in its alphabetical list of names of people born in Hawai‘i, maintained in bound copies available for public view. At Obama’s request, state officials eventually made an exception to a 2001 policy that prohibited anyone from getting a photocopy of an original birth certificate. They usually hand out computer-generated versions. That said, birthers were less concerned


83. Ostroy, supra note 82; PARKER & BARRETO, supra note 75, at 102-89; Tucker, supra note 75.

with the legality of Obama’s citizenship than with discursively calling his citizenship into question as a means of delegitimizing his presidency because he is Black.

These occurrences were largely reflective of extremist, fringe elements. After the 2008 election, however, authorities noticed increased hate group membership, as well as more threatening writings, Internet postings, and other activity directed at Obama than with any previous President. Moreover, this White racial hysteria is illustrative of the lack of civility and partisanship endemic to United States society, particularly in the political arena. Notwithstanding Obama’s keynote address at the 2004 Democratic National Convention, in which he stated there is only one America, the 2008, 2012, and 2016 national conventions provided striking portraits of what were clearly two Americas. The Democratic conventions were noticeably more racially diverse. The Republican conventions were largely a sea of White faces. Democrats hold advantages in party identification among Blacks, Asian Americans, and Latinas/os. Republicans have leads among Whites—particularly White men. Moreover, Tesler argues that since Obama’s presidency there has been a renewed alignment between political preference and “old fashioned racism” long thought to have disappeared from United States politics.


Yet beginning with his 2008 election campaign, Obama and his advisers carefully avoided engaging in racial concerns, much less making allegations of racism against Obama, to silence charges he was “playing the race card.” As has been the tradition in other presidential campaigns, Obama’s team deployed surrogates to mediate contentious discussions dealing with racial issues. Yet in David Remnick’s January 27, 2014 article in the New Yorker, Obama displayed a surprising and seeming about-face, at least in terms of his public statements, on the topic of race. Obama said he believed race had an impact on his political standing since the beginning of his presidency. Moreover, he contended that racial tensions may have weakened his popularity among White voters during his second administration. Obama stated: “There’s no doubt that there’s some folks who just really dislike me because they don’t like the idea of a Black president.” Conversely, Obama stated: “Now, the flip side of it is there are some Black folks and maybe some White folks who really like me and give me the benefit of the doubt precisely because I’m a Black president.”

Obama’s initial cautious response to the July 13, 2013 not-guilty verdict in the George Zimmerman trial for the February 26, 2012 shooting death of Trayvon Martin was criticized by some commentators as yet another example of his failure to give voice to African American grievances. He acknowledged the tragedy that Trayvon’s death meant for the Martin family and the nation, as well as the strong passions his death and the Zimmerman verdict elicited. But Obama stated that “we are a nation of laws, and a jury has spoken.” He called for a widening of the “circle of compassion and understanding” in the nation’s communities and for national reflection on gun violence.
violence. Many argued Obama’s response was pitched perfectly in terms of content and tone, given the necessity of making a public statement yet also honoring the constraints of his delicate and complicated role as a President who also happens to be Black.

On July 19, in response to public criticism by commentators and urging from some of his supporters, Obama gave a more forceful and unusually personal, if measured, reply to Zimmerman’s acquittal at an impromptu appearance at a White House press briefing. He stated, “[y]ou know, when Trayvon Martin was first shot, I said that this could have been my son. Another way of saying that is, Trayvon Martin could have been me [thirty-five] years ago.” Obama mentioned further that there are few Blacks, including himself, “who haven’t had the experience of being followed when they were shopping in a department store.” Obama also addressed the perils associated with being a Black male in the United States in this regard. He affirmed:

[there are very few African-American men who haven’t had the experience of walking across the street and hearing the locks click on the doors of cars . . . or getting on an elevator and a woman clutching her purse nervously and holding her breath until she had a chance to get off.

Moreover, Obama said, “[there] is a history of racial disparities in the application of our criminal laws . . . . A lot of African-American boys are painted with a broad brush . . . . If a White male teen was involved in the same kind of scenario . . . both the outcome and the aftermath might have been different.” Obama’s press briefing elicited praise from many, including Senator John McCain (R-AZ). Others crit-
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icized his briefing as race-baiting; still others criticized it for not being forceful enough in denouncing White racism.

VI. POSTSCRIPT TO THE POST-RACIAL IDEAL

In the 2016 presidential election, Donald Trump was able to take advantage of White anxiety, rage, and resentment to help secure his victory over Hillary Clinton, the nation’s first woman presidential nominee from a major party. Trump received a majority of the White vote (58%), which put him 21 percentage points over Clinton (37%). Meanwhile, 88% of Blacks voted for Clinton compared to 8% for Trump. Similarly, 65% of Latinas/os voted for Clinton and 29% voted for Trump. The National Exit Poll, sponsored by major media outlets, reported that 65% of Asian Americans voted for Clinton, 29% for Trump. However, the Asian American National Election Eve Poll concluded that 75% of Asian Americans voted for Clinton, while only 19% voted for Trump.


105. Clinton’s decisive popular vote win of 65,853,516 (48.5%) compared to Trump’s 62,984,825 (46.4%) votes outpaced Trump by 2,864,974 votes. However, Trump won the electoral count (and thus the presidency) where he garnered 56.9% or 306 of the 538 available electoral votes compared to Clinton’s 232 or 48.5%. And Trump’s electoral college win was built in large part on his ability to perform well, if only by a narrow margin of 79,316, in the popular vote—particularly among the White electorate—in several previously Democratic Rust Belt states like Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Wisconsin. Tina Nguyen, You Could Fit All the Voters Who Cost Clinton the Election in a Mid-Size Football Stadium, VANITY FAIR (Dec. 1, 2016 4:16 PM), http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2016/12/hillary-clinton-margin-loss-votes; Presidential Results, CNN POL. (Feb. 16, 2017), http://www.cnn.com/election/results/president.


Clinton won 54% of the female vote against Trump, who also lost the female vote by a wide margin among minority voters. According to exit poll data, 94% of Black women voted for Clinton, as did 68% of Latinas. But nearly twice as many White women without college degrees voted for Trump than for Clinton, and among college-educated White women Clinton won by only a narrow margin—51% supported Clinton—compared to 45% who supported Trump. Overall, 53% of White women and 58% of White men voted for Trump.108

Trump’s appeal to White voters has taken various forms. Among other things, Trump’s “Make America Great Again” slogan, although typically framed in populist terms, was a dog whistle or code word for “Make America White Again.”109 He stated that “illegal immigrants” from Mexico come to the United States ostensibly to rape and kill Americans, meaning White people.110 Trump promised to build a wall to protect the United States from these foreign “invaders.”111 During the first two months of his administration, Trump issued an executive order that vastly expanded who is considered a priority for deportation in keeping with his stated goal of deporting millions. Of course, more individuals were deported under Obama than any previous administration, although the State tended to focus on those convicted of violent crimes. Many fear the Trump administration’s raid practices may become more draconian.112 Trump also maintained that a judge of Mexican American descent was inherently incapable of treating him

---
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fairly because of the judge’s ancestry. 113 On January 27, 2017, Trump issued an executive order attempting to ban admission to the United States of citizens from seven Muslim-majority nations—Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Yemen, and Iraq—for 120 days and to suspend entry of all refugees indefinitely (a revised executive order released on March 6, 2017, removed Iraq from the list of banned countries and lifted the indefinite refugee ban for Syrians). 114

Trump has publicly disassociated himself from overt White supremacist support, yet during his campaign and early in his administration, his response can be characterized more as a tepid rebuke than a direct and impassioned condemnation as has been the case with other concerns such as widespread voter fraud and fake news. 115 Moreover, Trump’s rhetoric and agenda, including some of his cabinet appointments and senior advisers, as well as the nomination of other key officials in his administration, has emboldened the White supremacist (and far right) base, which views Trump as emblematic of many of its aspirations. Indeed, Trump has ordered that federal resources be diverted away from tracking White supremacist organizations. 116

According to the Southern Poverty Law Center (“SPLC”), in 2016 the number of hate groups in the United States rose for a second year in a row as the radical right was energized by the candidacy and election of Donald Trump. This has brought racism out of the shadows in a manner not seen in over half a century. 117 The forces of White anxi-
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ety, rage, and resentment have not only gained momentum but also should signal the death knell to any lingering notions of the post-racial ideal that the candidacy and election of Obama supposedly symbolized as the beginning of a new era in United States race relations.

For example, since January 2017, the number of bomb threats to Jewish community centers and synagogues across the nation has increased significantly. Two mosques were burned to the ground. The one in Victoria, Texas burned just hours after the Trump administration announced the so-called Muslim ban. Muslims have voiced their support of the Jewish community after the vandalism of cemeteries in St. Louis; many Jewish people have donated funds to help repair a mosque in Tampa.118 In February 2017, and only after coming under considerable pressure, Trump made a belated denunciation of racism and anti-Semitism at the National Museum of African American History and Culture. He also made similar comments in his February 28, 2017 address to a joint session of Congress. Some critics maintained Trump’s response was welcome but too little too late. Moreover, Trump earlier cast doubt on these incidents by seeming to suggest that the bomb threats targeting Jewish institutions, along with the recent vandalism of Jewish cemeteries, were done to harm his image or that of his supporters rather than perpetrated by the latter.119

---


March 4, 2017, however, supporters at a pro-Trump rally in Phoenix called for the genocide of liberals and deportation of Jewish people.120

Notwithstanding these disturbing developments, in the Post-Civil Rights era, Blacks have become more integrated into both the public and private spheres of society. Moreover, the greater frequency of Whites and Blacks living in the same neighborhoods, working in the same offices, and attending the same educational institutions has led to increased friendships, dating, and intermarriage across traditional racial boundaries since the Loving v. Virginia121 decision.122 Public attitudes toward interracial marriages, including those involving African Americans, symbolize more receptivity to these marriages, and the numbers of these unions continue to increase.

The 1980–2000 United States censuses, the American Community Survey of 2008–2010, as well as Pew Research Center’s 2009 nationwide telephone surveys exploring public attitudes toward intermarriage, capture these developments. In 2008, 14.6% of all new marriages were interracial, more than double the percentage in 1980 (6.7%). More than a third of adults (35%) said they have a family member who is married to someone from a different racial group. Furthermore, 43% of Americans said the increasing number of interracial marriages has had a positive influence on society, whereas 11% said it has had a negative influence, and 44% said it has made no difference.123

In 1980, 3.2% of currently married adults had a spouse from a different racial group. By 2010, these marriages reached a record 9.5% or 5.4 million of a total of 56,510,377 marriages.124 Whites continued to be the least likely to marry interracially (about 4.7%).125 However, in absolute terms they were involved in interracial mar-

121. 388 U.S. 1 (1967).
riages more than any other racial group given their demographic major-ity. Consequently, the overwhelming majority of interracial marriages involve a White American and a person of color.126 For all Blacks who were currently married in 2010, 8.9% were interracially married. This included Black-White unions that totaled 7.9%, which has tripled over the last decades.127

That said, interracial marriages involving the currently married population of African Americans have remained small in numbers compared to those of other groups such as Latinas/os or Asian Americans. The percentage of interracially married individuals was roughly 30 percent for both groups.128 The share of intermarriages among all currently married Latinas/os was 17.4%. For all Asians who were currently married the share of intermarriages was approximately 16%.129 If, however, intermarriages reached an all-time high of 9.5% in 2010, these marriages are miniscule in terms of numbers. The overwhelming majority of Americans (90.5%) still married someone of the same racial group. Furthermore, while multiracials of White and Native American or White and Asian American ancestry, for example, overwhelmingly tended to marry White spouses, this effect was not present for White and Black multiracials. This further complicates notions that decreased barriers to interracial relationships can be generalized across populations of color. It also further highlights the continued social distance between White and Black Americans, as well as the continued significance of hypodescent for people with Black ancestry.130

Furthermore, the comparatively more egalitarian gains in the private sphere do not necessarily translate into greater equality in the public sphere. Blacks continue to be disproportionately retained at the bottom of society in terms of occupation and income. Blacks overall have higher rates of unemployment, poverty, and incarceration, fewer years of education, shorter life expectancy, and overall lesser wealth and quality of life.131 Consequently, Obama’s significance as the first African American elected to the nation’s highest office cannot be underestimated. It symbolically demonstrates the considerable gains some Blacks have made in the Post-Civil Rights era. Obama’s
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election transformed the aesthetic of the nation’s political landscape and instilled a sense of pride and optimism in African Americans while inspiring more Black youth to realize their potential for advancement.\textsuperscript{132}

Moreover, the increased public attention to ancestry and racial composition was directly attributable to Obama’s open discussion of his own multiracial background.\textsuperscript{133} That openness, along with heightened interest among lay and professional genealogists, coupled with the ease and increased sophistication of DNA testing—which now makes it possible to verify the centuries of extensive racial intermingling—has provided the United States with an opportunity to embrace itself as a more complex and interconnected racial terrain.\textsuperscript{134} Obama’s interracial parentage is thus symbolically important in terms of \textit{Loving}’s promise. Yet that promise remains more aspirational than actualized in terms of progress toward a more inclusive and egalitarian society.\textsuperscript{135} In fact, the collateral impact of Obama’s multiracial background, along with his hopeful campaign promises, generated unrealistic expectations among voters. Many imbued him with an almost messianic ability to cleanse the nation of its racial sins. Yet racialized patterns in housing and education have made real egalitarianism all but unattainable, despite the grand illusion that egalitarian racial integration was imminent.

Indeed, the United States is integrated only to the extent that White and Black Americans come into contact with each other more frequently in public places and, significantly less often, in the private sphere. If their lives intersect more than previously, most White and Black Americans still tend to live in separate, mistrustful, unequal, and sometimes mutually downright hostile worlds.\textsuperscript{136} Although the relationship between race and opportunity has changed, the status accorded race remains essentially unchanged. For White Americans—regardless of gender, culture, and class—race locates wealth, power, privilege, and prestige; for Black Americans—irrespective of gender,
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color, culture, or class—race identifies disadvantages and constraints, however informal, subtle, or elusive they may be. This does not preclude the achievement of a more racially egalitarian society. Yet Steinhorn and Diggs-Brown point out that this requires hard work, risk, sacrifice, and a willingness to take collective responsibility for the necessary “social engineering, constant vigilance, government authority, [and] official attention to racial behavior” for the greater national good.137 It also requires a more honest assessment of the factors that continue to keep African Americans in a disadvantaged position, not to mention a more accurate rendering of the historical and cultural forces that put them there in the first place.
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